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PREFACE
The Ministry of Environment, Forests & Climate Change (MoEFCC), Government of India,
made Environmental Clearance (EC) for mining of minerals mandatory through its Notification
of 27th January, 1994 under the provisions of Environment Protection Act, 1986. Keeping in
view the experience gained in environmental clearance process over a period of one decade, the
MoEFCC came out with Environmental Impact Notification, SO 1533 (E), dated 14th September
2006. It has been made mandatory to obtain environmental clearance for different kinds of
development projects as listed in Schedule-1 of the Notification. Further, In pursuance to the
order of Hon’ble Supreme Court dated the 27th February, 2012 in I.A. No.12- 13 of 2011 in
Special Leave Petition (C) No.19628-19629 of 2009, in the matter of Deepak Kumar etc. Vs.
State of Haryana and Others etc., prior environmental clearance has now become mandatory for
mining of minor minerals irrespective of the area of mining lease; And also in view of the
Hon’ble National Green Tribunal, order dated the 13th January, 2015 in the matter regarding
sand mining has directed for making a policy on environmental clearance for mining leases in
cluster for minor Minerals, The Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change in
consultation with State governments has prepared Guidelines on Sustainable Sand Mining
detailing the provisions on environmental clearance for cluster, creation of District Environment
Impact Assessment Authority and proper monitoring of minor mineral mining using information
technology and information technology enabled services to track the mined out material from
source to destination.

The DEIAA and DEAC will scrutinize and recommend the prior environmental clearance of
mining of minor minerals on the basis of District Survey Report. This will a model and guiding
document which is a compendium of available mineral resources, geographical set up,
environmental and ecological set up of the district and replenishment of minerals and is based on
data of various departments, published reports, journals and websites. The District Survey Report
will form the basis for application for environmental clearance, preparation of reports and
appraisal of projects. The Report will be updated once every five years.
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The main objective of the preparation of District Survey Report (as per the Sustainable Sand
Mining Guideline) is to ensure the following –

(i) Identification of areas of aggradations or deposition where mining can be allowed; and

(ii) Identification of areas of erosion and proximity to infrastructural structures and installations
where mining should be prohibited and calculation of annual rate of replenishment and allowing
time for replenishment after mining in that area.

(iii) Identification of mineral wealth in the district.
PR
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1. INTRODUCTION
In Compliance to the Notification Issued by the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate
change Dated 15.01.2016, the preparation of District survey report of Choe bed mining, river bed
mining and other minor minerals is in accordance appendix 10 of the notification. It is also
mentioned here that the procedure of preparation of District Survey Report is as per notification
guidelines. Every effort have been made to cover sand mining locations, areas & overview of
Mining activity in the district with all its relevant features pertaining to geology & mineral
wealth in replenishable and non-replenishable areas of rivers, seasonal stream and other sand
sources. This report will be a model and guiding document which is a compendium of available
mineral resources, geographical set up, environmental and ecological set up of the District and is
based on data of various departments, published reports, and websites. The data may vary due to
flood, heavy rains and other natural calamities. Therefore, it is recommended that Sub Divisional
Level Committee may take into consideration all its relevant aspects / data while scrutinizing and
recommending the application for EC to the concerned authorities.
With reference to the gazette notification dated 15th January 2016, ministry of Environment,
Forest and Climate Change, the district- environment Impact Assessment Authority (DEIAA)
and District - Environment Assessment Committee (DEAC) are to be constituted by the
divisional commissioner for prior environmental clearance of quarry for minor minerals. The
DEIAA and DEAC will scrutinize and recommend the prior environmental clearance of ministry
of minor minerals on the basis of district survey report. The main purpose of preparation of
District Survey Report is to identify the mineral resources and mining activities alongwith other
relevant data of district. This report contains details of Lease, Sand mining and Revenue which
comes from minerals in the district. This report is prepared on the basis of data collected from
different concern departments.
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Brief history of Barabanki
Barabanki district is one of four districts of Faizabad division,, lies at the very heart
of Awadh region of Uttar Pradesh state of India,, and forms as it were a centre from which no less
than seven other districts radiate. It is situated between 27°19' and 26°30' north latitude, and
80°05' and 81°51’ east longitude; it runs in a south
south-easterly
easterly direction, confined by the nearly
parallel streams of the Ghaghara and Gomti.. With its most northern point it impinges on
the Sitapur district,, while its north
north-eastern
eastern boundary is washed by the waters of the Ghagra,
beyond which lie the districts of Bahraich district and Gonda district.. Its eastern frontier marches
with Faizabad district,, and the Gomti forms a natural boundary to the south, dividing it from
the Sultanpur district.. On the west it adjoins the Lucknow district.. The extreme length of the
district from east to west may be taken at 57 miles (92 km), and the extreme breadth at 58 mi
(93 km); the total area is about 1,504 sq mi (3,900 km2): its population amounts to 2,673,581,
being at the rate of 686.50 per square kilometre (1,778.0/sq mi). The Barabanki city is the district
headquarters.
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Name origin The district was known before the Muslim conquest as Jasnaul, from Jas, a raja of
the Bhar tribe, who is said to have founded it before 1000 AD. With a change of proprietors
came a change of name. The Muslim owners divided the lands into twelve shares, over which the
respective proprietors quarrelled so incessantly that they were called the Barah Banke, or twelve
quarrelsome men. Banka, in Awadhi
Awadhi,, meaning a bully or brave. Others derive the name
from ban, meaning wood or jungle, and interpret Barabanki as the twelve shares of jungle.
Mahabahrat era
Parijat tree at Kintoor, Barabanki

Parijaat tree a sacred baobab tree in the village of Kintoor on the banks of Ghaghra.
Ghaghra Located near
the Kunteshwar Mahadeva temple (established by Kunti), the tree is said to grow from Kunti's
Kunti'
ashes. The tree is very old.

Pre-historic
Greater part of Barabanki was included in Pachhimrath country (the territory between
rivers Ghaghra and Gomti,, one of the five divisions of the kingdom of Rama.
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Before 1000 AD, Jas, a raja of the Bhar tribe is said to have founded the locality
of Jasnaul which later, after the Muslim conquest of the region, came to be known as Bara
Banki or Barabanki.

Simultaneously, however, with this latter immigration of th
thee Muslims there was one of Chhattris.
The mysterious tribe of Kalhans, which numbers some twenty thousand persons, are said to be
descended from Achal Singh, who came in as a soldier of fortune with Dariab Khan about 1450
AD. Raja Achal Singh is a great na
name
me in the Middle Ages of Oudh; he had large property—some
property
state that his capital was Bado Sarai, on the old bank of the Ghagra.
At this time Ibrahim Shah Sharqi, reigned at Jaunpur. Oudh was the battle ground—the
ground
border
land between Sharqis of Jaunpur and the Lodis of Delhi—and
and their princes, as the tide of
conquest surged backwards and forwards. Dariab Khan settled Hindu soldiers as garrisons,—the
garrisons,
war being now one between Muslims, and no longer one of religion. The Kalhans are said to
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